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Abstract Tropical modes of variability, such as El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the Indian
Ocean Dipole (IOD), exert a strong influence on the interannual variability of Australian precipitation.
Nevertheless, commonly used indices of ENSO and IOD variability display significant co-variability that
prevents a robust quantification of the independent contribution of each mode to precipitation anomalies.
This co-variability issue is often addressed by statistically removing ENSO or IOD variability from the
precipitation field before calculating teleconnection patterns. However, by performing a suite of coupled
and uncoupled modeling experiments in which either ENSO or IOD variability is physically removed, we
show that ENSO-only-driven precipitation patterns computed by statistically removing the IOD influence
significantly underestimate the impact of ENSO on Australian precipitation variability. Inspired by this, we
propose a conceptual model that allows one to effectively separate the contribution of each mode to Australian
precipitation variability.
Plain Language Summary It is widely accepted that Tropical modes of variability, such as El
Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and the IOD, play a crucial role in modulating the year-to-year variability
in Australian precipitation and extreme weather events, including conditions favorable to record-breaking
bushfire events such as the catastrophic 2019–20 Australian bushfire season. However, commonly used indices
of ENSO and IOD display a substantial co-variability that prevents a robust quantification of their independent
contribution to precipitation anomalies. Over the years several major methodologies have been used to
disentangle ENSO and IOD contributions, however, they all present important limitations which prevent the
community from reaching a general consensus. Here, we perform a suite of climate simulations to effectively
separate ENSO and IOD contributions to Australian precipitation variability. Based on the modeling results,
we propose a conceptual model to examine the effects of ENSO on IOD, which is then used to develop an
alternative methodology to disentangle ENSO and IOD contribution in both models and observations.
1. Introduction
The strong influence of remote drivers on the Australian climate result in an intraseasonal-to-interannual precipitation variability larger than what is observed in most similar climates elsewhere around the globe (Nicholls, 1997).
While extratropical drivers such as the southern annular mode (Hendon et al., 2007) and atmospheric blocking
(Pook and Gibson, 1999) exert a notable influence, tropical drivers such as the El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) have often been reported as the main drivers of Australian precipitation variability on interannual timescales (Pook and Gibson, 1999; Risbey et al., 2009; Ummenhofer et al., 2009),
with ENSO primarily affecting north and east Australia throughout the year, and IOD primarily affecting south
and east Australia from April to October.
However, while such modes have a large influence over Australian climate, observable quantities used to track
ENSO and IOD (i.e., mode indices) often present substantial co-variability (Ashok et al., 2003) that prevents
robust quantification of the independent contributions of each mode to rainfall anomalies. Given that the positive
phases of ENSO and IOD often co-occur, it is difficult to attribute Australia's observed rainfall anomalies to
either of them individually. It is important to clearly state that we separate the physical modes, ENSO and IOD,
from observable quantities associated with these modes and used to track their variability, such as the Niño3.4
index (N34; Trenberth, 1997) and the dipole mode index (DMI; Saji et al., 1999).
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Figure 1. ENSO/IOD classification and impact of precipitation pattern. (a) Normalized time series of Niño3.4 index from 1911 to 2019. The area of above (below)
1 standard deviation is filled in Red (blue) and the vertical red (blue) bars superimposed indicate years classified as positive (negative) El Niño–Southern Oscillation
(ENSO) by Meyers et al., 2007 (M07). (b) As in (a) but for dipole mode index time series and IOD events. Lower panel show maps for mean rainfall anomaly (mm) in
June–October for ENSO/IOD year types for both (c) Meyers et al. (2007) and (d) 1-STD-threshold classification scheme. The stippling over the maps indicates regions
significant at 95% according to a two-tailed Student's t-test.

To overcome the co-variability issue, numerous studies (N. Abram et al., 2008; Lestari and Koh, 2016; Risbey
et al., 2009; Ummenhofer et al., 2009; Ummenhofer, Sengupta, Li et al., 2011; Ummenhofer, Sengupat, Briggs
et al., 2011; Ummenhofer et al., 2013; Ummenhofer et al., 2015) have used an index for IOD that is by construction linearly independent from ENSO variability. This index, proposed by Meyers et al. (2007) and obtained by
performing an intricate procedure involving a lagged Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis of a set of
pre-processed timeseries, differs from the commonly used DMI as it does not correlate with traditional ENSO
indices such as the Niño-3.4 index and the Southern Oscillation Index. As a consequence of this, ENSO- and
IOD-driven precipitation patterns obtained using a classification scheme based on Meyer's indices differ from
the ones produced for operational purposes by public agencies and private companies, as these are generally
calculated from more conventional indices such as Niño indices (Trenberth, 1997) and DMI (see classification
comparison of Figures 1a and 1b and table S1 in Supporting Information S1, and composite analysis of Figures 1c
and 1d).
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Figure 2. Precipitation patterns associated with variability in dipole mode index (DMI). Top raw: DMI index regressed onto mean rainfall anomaly (mm) in JuneOctober for observation (a), the coupled (c) and the uncoupled (f) model simulations. Middle raw: as in the top raw but for rainfall anomalies in which the variability
associated with the Niño3.4 index has been linearly removed. Results for observation (b), coupled (c) and uncoupled (f) control simulations. Bottom raw: as in the
top raw but for the simulations with removed El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO) variability, namely the noENSO-coupled (e) and the noENSO-uncoupled (h)
simulations. All the experiments use pre-industrial condition for external forcing. The stippling over the maps indicates regions significant at 95% according to a twotailed Student's t-test.

In addition to Meyers's methodology, a frequently used technique to disentangle ENSO and IOD contributions to
Australian precipitation consists of linearly removing the influence of either ENSO or IOD from the precipitation
field before the analysis (partial regression analysis; e.g., Ashok et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2011; Min et al., 2013;
Risbey et al., 2009). For instance, a map representing the IOD-only-driven component of Australian precipitation
can be obtained by first regressing out the N34 index from the precipitation field, and then regressing the resulting precipitation residual onto the DMI time series (Figure 2b). Analogous calculations but with inverted order
produce the ENSO-only-driven precipitation map (Figure 3b). While this "statistical" removal is frequently used
to identify ENSO- and IOD-specific teleconnection patterns, there are several shortcomings that are regularly
acknowledged in studies that use this method (e.g., Risbey et al., 2009). Specifically, partial regression does not
remove potential phase lags and non-linear interaction between the two modes (Cai et al., 2011). Although a
recent study suggested a linear theory by which the IOD variability can be explained by ENSO and the seasonal
modulation of the Indian Ocean air-sea coupling (Stuecker et al., 2017), non-linearities may be still relevant for
the potential effect of IOD on ENSO. Furthermore, by regressing out the ENSO influence from the precipitation,
the IOD-driven variability that is correlated with ENSO but not physically caused by it is also removed. It is noteworthy that despite the strong influence that ENSO and IOD have on the Australian Climate, there is no scientific
consensus on how to calculate their teleconnection patterns.
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Figure 3. Precipitation patterns associated with variability in Niño3.4. Top raw: dipole mode index (DMI) index regressed
onto mean rainfall anomaly (mm) in June-October for observation (a), the coupled (c) and the uncoupled (f) model
simulations. Middle raw: as in the top raw but for rainfall anomalies in which the variability associated with the DMI index
has been linearly removed. Results for observation (b), coupled (c) and uncoupled (f) simulations. Bottom raw: as in the top
raw but for the simulations with removed Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) variability, namely the noIOD-coupled (e) and the
noIOD-uncoupled (h) simulations. All the experiments use pre-industrial condition for external forcing. The stippling over the
maps indicates regions significant at 95% according to a two-tailed Student's t-test.

In this study, we use climate model simulations to motivate a new conceptual framework for the interaction
between measurable indices tracking ENSO and IOD variability (e.g., Saji et al., 1999; Trenberth, 1997), and
we propose a methodology that produces more robust attribution for the ENSO- and IOD-driven precipitation
components. We focus our study on the June–October period as these are the months in which both ENSO and
IOD impact the precipitation over Australia the most (Risbey et al., 2009). In addition, we are interested in ENSO-IOD co-variability, and these are the months in which the correlation between N34 and DMI is the highest
(Figure S1 in Zhao et al., 2019, doi: 10.1029/2019GL084196). By performing a suite of coupled and uncoupled
(atmospheric-only) modeling experiments in which the sea surface temperature (SST) variability associated with
either ENSO or IOD is suppressed, we offer evidence that ENSO-only-driven precipitation patterns computed by
statistically removing the IOD influence leads to a significant underestimation of the impact of ENSO on Australian precipitation variability. Conversely, our results suggest that the IOD teleconnection computed by regression
of the DMI index on to the June–October mean precipitation anomaly overestimates the role of this Indian Ocean
mode in Australian variability. As a result of this, we propose a new conceptual framework to separate ENSO and
IOD contribution to Australian precipitation.
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2. Observations and Modeling Experiments
We use observational SST estimates from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Extended Reconstruction SST, version 5 (ERSST v5) product (Huang et al., 2017) consisting of monthly mean values from
1854 to the present on a 2° × 2° horizontal grid globally. In addition, to explore the uncertainty in the ERSSTv5
estimates shown in Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1, we compare this data set to the Met Office Hadley
Center SST, version 1.1 (HadISST v1.1), which provides monthly estimates from 1870 to the present on a 1° × 1°
horizontal grid globally. The comparison indicates that the uncertainty in observational SST products used to
calculate the ENSO and IOD indices is relatively small and becomes negligible for Niño indices calculated after
1960 (e.g., Figure S5 in Supporting Information S1).
To track ENSO variability, we use the Niño-3.4 index, which is defined as the area-averaged SST anomaly in
the Tropical Pacific region (120°W–170°W, 5°S–5°N). For IOD variability we use the DMI, which is defined
as in the seminal work of Saji et al. (1999), that is as the difference between the area-averaged SST anomalies in
the western Indian Ocean (50°E−70°E, 10°S–10°N) and the eastern Indian Ocean (90–110°E, 10°S to equator).
Observed precipitation estimates come from the Australian Water Availability Project (Jones et al., 2009) which
provides a gridded product for the Australian continent at a spatial resolution of 0.05° × 0.05° from 1900 to the
present.
All the modeling experiments discussed in this manuscript use Community Earth System Model (CESM) version
1, with the Community Atmosphere Model, version 5 (CESM1-CAM5 Hurrell et al., 2013) at approximately
1° × 1° horizontal resolution in all model components. We analyze six experiments performed under pre-industrial forcing conditions, three partially coupled runs and three atmosphere-only runs. Except the 2200-year long
coupled control run (i.e., CTRL-coupled), for which the first 400 years are discarded as spin-up period, all other
experiments span 200 years and are initialized from the coupled control at the year 801. Except where otherwise
stated, all modelling analysis is performed on the 200-year period 801–1000. While longer simulations are always desirable, a 200-year period provides enough years to simulate the multi-decadal variability present in the
observations.
The partially coupled experiments include a full dynamical ocean, but they are run with the SSTs restored to
the model monthly mean climatology of CTRL-coupled in specified regions following Liguori and Di Lorenzo (2019). Here, we consider two different restoring masks: the first covers a region in the eastern Pacific (180°W
to the American coast, 20°S–N) to remove the SST imprint of ENSO variability (noENSO-coupled experiment),
and the second covers a region in the Indian and west Pacific oceans (from the African coast to the maritime
continent, 20°S to Asian coast; See Figure S1a in Supporting Information S1) to remove the SST imprint of IOD
variability (noIOD-coupled experiment). The model (i.e., CESM1) and the mask utilized for the noENSO-coupled experiment have been already used in previous studies with the explicit intent of controlling or conditioning ENSO variability (e.g., Deser, Simpson et al., 2017; Deser, Guo et al., 2017). The mask utilized for the
noIOD-coupled experiment was inspired by two recent studies that used nudged-SST simulations with CESM1
to investigate the variability in the Indian Ocean region (Zhang et al., 2019) and the Southern Hemisphere (Yang
et al., 2020). Here, we use a similar Indian Ocean mask, but, in order to avoid any direct effect on the Pacific
basin, we limit its eastward extent to the maritime continent, rather than extending it to the dateline (180W) as
done in Zhang et al., 2019 and Yang et al., 2020 (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). Throughout the manuscript, monthly mean anomalies are computed by removing the climatological seasonal cycle (i.e., long-term
monthly mean of the record analyzed) from detrended fields, which are obtained by removing the linear trend at
each grid point.

3. Results
3.1. IOD-Driven Precipitation Variability
We performed a suite of climate model simulations to test if the statistical removal of ENSO via partial regression
analysis is an effective way to isolate the IOD-only-driven precipitation variability over the Australian region.
Using pre-industrial forcing conditions, the CESM version 1 (Hurrell et al., 2013) was run for 200 years while
restoring (2 days restoring timescale) the SSTs to the model monthly mean climatology in the eastern tropical
Pacific (15°S–15°N, 180°W to the coast of South America, with a linearly tapering buffer zone of 5° in all
LIGUORI ET AL.
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directions), namely where ENSO signature is the strongest (Figure S1b in Supporting Information S1). The localized SST restoring suppresses ENSO variability while leaving the rest of the model's coupled climate system
free to evolve. In this simulation (hereafter, noENSO-coupled) ENSO is "physically removed," in contrast to the
partial regression technique in which ENSO is "statistically removed."
Although the restoring is not applied over the Indian Ocean basin, the suppression of SST variability in the eastern tropical Pacific decreases the variance of the monthly mean DMI index by about 30% (Figure S1c in Supporting Information S1). While this effect reveals and confirms important characteristics of the relationship between
measurable indices associated with the two modes (i.e., N34 and DMI indices), namely that SST variability
in the ENSO region energizes the IOD system (e.g., Cai et al., 2019; Le and Bae, 2019; Stuecker et al., 2017;
Zhao et al., 2019), it also introduces differences with our reference simulation (CTRL-coupled) that complicate
interpretation. Ideally, to separate the direct contribution of the IOD teleconnection to Australian precipitation,
one would like to remove ENSO variability without significantly perturbing the IOD mode. For this reason, the
coupled simulation has been complemented with a series of atmosphere-only simulations that use SSTs generated
from the coupled control simulation. The first of these, hereafter titled the uncoupled control (CTRL-uncoupled),
uses time-dependent SSTs everywhere. The second of these experiments, the noENSO-uncoupled, suppresses
ENSO variability by replacing time-dependent SST with the monthly climatology in the eastern tropical Pacific
(Figure S1b in Supporting Information S1).
Despite the generally stronger than observed negative regression coefficient, it is noteworthy that both control
simulations capture the main features of the observed regression map, namely higher negative coefficient around
the center, the south, and the southeast of Australia (Figures 2a, 2c and 2f). The most significant difference with
respect to the observation is the lack of a narrow fringe of positive anomaly developing meridionally along the
southern part of the eastern coast (Figures 2a and 2b). While further investigations are needed, we speculate that
this bias might be linked to poor representation of the orography and to inability of the model to resolve circulations generating precipitation in this area. It is crucial to note that the differences between observations and
control simulations cannot be simply reconciled by accounting for the multi-decadal climate variability in the
model (Figure S7 and S8 in Supporting Information S1).
A comparison of IOD-only-driven precipitation patterns obtained by removing the influence of ENSO from
the precipitation both "statistically" and "physically" show small differences in coupled simulations (Figure 2d
vs. 2e; See Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1 for differences) and little changes in uncoupled simulations
(Figure 2g vs. 2h; See Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1 for differences). Regardless of the coupling,
regressing out the N34 index seems to approximate well the “physical” removal of ENSO variability simulated
in the noENSO runs. We do note that small but robust differences are visible between coupled and uncoupled
runs: while both control simulations share the exact same DMI index and present very similar regression maps
(Figures 2c and 2f), the removal of ENSO, either "statistically" or "physically," results in a negative regression
coefficient over western Australia only for the coupled runs
3.2. ENSO-Driven Precipitation Variability
Similar to the experiments with suppressed ENSO variability, we perform simulations in which the IOD variability is suppressed either by either restoring (for the coupled run; noIOD-coupled) or prescribing (for the uncoupled
run; noIOD-uncoupled) the SSTs in the Indian Ocean basin (from 20°S to the Asian continent, and from the
African coastline to the eastern limits of the Maritime continent; Figure S1a in Supporting Information S1) to the
monthly mean climatology of the coupled control run (i.e., CTRL-uncoupled).
While experiments with suppressed ENSO variability suggest that the partial regression technique effectively isolates the IOD-only-driven precipitation component from ENSO variability, runs with suppressed IOD variability
(i.e., noIOD-coupled and noIOD-uncoupled) reveal anomaly patterns for ENSO-only-driven precipitation component that are highly sensitive to the methodology used to remove IOD variability ("statistical" vs. "physical"
removal; Figures 3d vs. 3e and 3g vs. 3h; See Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1 for differences). While,
simulations with suppressed IOD variability have large ENSO regression coefficients, precipitation residuals
obtained regressing out the DMI signal ("statistical" removal) have very weak (near-zero) ENSO regression
coefficients regardless of the coupling (Figures 3d and 3g). This suggests that in the attempt to "statistically"
remove the IODs influence on precipitation, a substantial fraction of ENSO variability has also been removed. It
LIGUORI ET AL.
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is noteworthy that the noIOD-coupled simulation presents a regression coefficient for the standardized N34 index
that is significantly larger than what it is found in the coupled control simulation. This unexpected result can be
explained by noting that the variance of ENSO increases significantly (the variance of the N34 index increases of
∼45%) by suppressing the SST variability in the Indian Ocean basin, which supports recent results (e.g., Kajtar
et al., 2017; Terray et al., 2016) suggesting that variability in the Indian Ocean acts to damp ENSO variability.
The "statistical" removal of IOD variability has a clear effect in the CTRL simulations (both coupled and uncoupled) but not in observations, where the N34 regression coefficient spatial pattern remains and is only marginally
weaker (Figures 3a and 3b). This is in part explained by noting the lower than modeled correlation coefficient
between N34 and DMI (0.19 and 0.59, for observations and model respectively). While this may indicate a misrepresentation of the IOD-ENSO relationship in the model, high N34-DMI correlation coefficients, like those
modeled, have been observed in more recent periods and appear to arise in part from natural variability (Figure
S4a in Supporting Information S1). The weaker the correlation, the better the accuracy of the "statistical" removal
with partial regression analysis.
3.3. A Conceptual Model for the Correlation Between ENSO and Indian Ocean Dipole Indices
Our partially coupled simulations indicate that the partial regression analysis does not effectively isolate the ENSO-only-driven component of Australian precipitation variability. While, "physically" removing IOD variability
appears to be the method of choice in models, it is not applicable to the observations, where statistical analysis
is the only available option. However, findings on the relationship between indices of ENSO and IOD that are
inferred from our coupled experiments can be exploited to build a conceptual and statistical model for the precipitation variability over Australia. The noENSO-coupled run suggests that SST variability in the Niño3.4 region energizes and modulates the SST variability in the DMI region, and the noIOD-coupled run indicates that the Indian
Ocean variability acts as a damping mechanism for ENSO, at least when this mode is tracked by an SST-based
index such as the Niño3.4. However, the damping effect that the Indian Ocean variability has on ENSO should
not necessarily be interpreted as if the IOD mode has a direct impact on the N34 timeseries. The suppression of
the Indian Ocean variability might favor the growth of ENSO's SST anomalies through dynamics unrelated to
IOD variability, for example, by limiting the dissipation of ENSO-induced atmospheric anomalies in the Indian
Ocean. Therefore, to develop a simple conceptual model, we begin with the assumption that the N34 timeseries is
independent from IOD variability. Furthermore, let us assume that ENSO and IOD are truly independent modes
and that the positive correlation between N34 and DMI is the result of the difficulty (perhaps impossibility) of
tracking IOD variability without "measuring" ENSO at the same time. Although previous studies have noted the
two-way coupling between ENSO and IOD (N J Abram et al., 2020; Ha et al., 2017; Izumo et al., 2010; Jourdain
et al., 2016; Santoso et al., 2012), we will show that a robust quantification of the contribution of each mode to
Australian precipitation is possible by neglecting the possible influence of IOD on ENSO.
Given the above assumptions, we can elaborate on a simple statistical model for the June–October mean precipitation P(x,y,t) that is based on unobserved independent time series of ENSO and IOD, ENSO(t) and IOD(t):
𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) = 𝑏1(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ ENSO(𝑡) + 𝑏2(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗ IOD(𝑡) + 𝑁(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)
(1)
𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴1(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝐴𝐴
𝑥𝑥) and 𝐴𝐴2(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥) are spatially varying coefficients modeling the impact of ENSO and IOD, respectivewhere,
ly, and the𝐴𝐴term 𝐴𝐴(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥) represents the precipitation variability unexplained by the first two terms (i.e., residual
term). If all the time series in (1), 𝑃 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡), 𝐸𝑁𝑆𝑂(𝑡), 𝐼𝑂𝐷(𝑡) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑁 (t), are standardized to have variance
𝐴𝐴
𝐴𝐴1(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥)
𝐴𝐴2 and 𝐴𝐴2(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥)2, sum to one for each (x,y) point. Consistent
equal to one, then the square of the coefficients,
with the assumption that the DMI index spuriously tracks some of the variability associated with ENSO, we write
the "measurable" N34 and DMI time series as follow:
𝑁𝑁34(𝑡𝑡) = ENSO(𝑡𝑡)
(2a)
√
(2b)
DMI(𝑡) = 𝛼 ENSO(𝑡) + 1 − 𝛼 2 IOD(𝑡)

𝐴𝐴

LIGUORI ET AL.

where, α defines the fraction of ENSO variability that "leaks" onto the DMI index and can be approximated with
the correlation coefficient between N34 and DMI. Note that the square of the coefficient terms in (2b), α and
√
1 − 𝛼𝛼 2 , sum to one and have been obtained assuming that DMI(t) is also standardized. Equations 2a and 2b
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represent the core of our conceptual model and will be used to develop a methodology to isolate the independent contribution of ENSO and IOD to precipitation anomalies that is alternative to partial regressions (Ashok
et al., 2003; Cai et al., 2011; Min et al., 2013; Risbey et al., 2009) or Meyer's decomposition method (Meyers
et al., 2007). Despite their simplicity, Equations 2a and 2b seem to give a plausible representation of the relationship among the physical modes ENSO and IOD and their respective indices N34 and DMI during June–October.
For instance, while the SST regression maps of the DMI and IOD timeseries are essentially identical in the Indian
Ocean, the signature of ENSO, clearly visible in the SST regression map of the DMI index, does not appear when
one regresses SST on the timeseries of IOD(t) (See also Figure S6 in Supporting Information S1). The latter
timeseries represents the SST signature of the physical IOD mode according to our conceptual model.
While, Equation 1 is a valid conceptual model, it is based on unobservable variables and does not allow for calculations of ENSO and IOD contributions on precipitation variability. However, the statistical model of Equation 1
can be written in terms of the observable time series N34(t) and DMI(t) as follows:
𝑃𝑃 (𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥) = 𝐵𝐵1(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥) ∗ 𝑁𝑁34(𝑡𝑡) + 𝐵𝐵2(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥) ∗ DMI(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑁𝑁(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥)
(3)

where, B1(x,y) and B2(x,y) have analogous meanings to the matching terms in (Equation 1). By equating (Equation 3) and (Equation 1), and using (Equation 2a) and (Equation 2b) to replace unobservable ENSO and IOD time
series, it is possible to derive an expression for b1(x,y) and b2(x,y) in terms of B1(x,y) and B2(x,y):
𝑏1(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐵1(𝑥, 𝑦) + 𝛼 𝐵2(𝑥, 𝑦)
(4a)
√
(4b)
𝑏2(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐵2(𝑥, 𝑦) ∗
1 − 𝛼2

B1(x,y) and B2(x,y) are linked to our "measurable" time series and can be estimated by treating (Equation 3) as
a multi-linear regression problem, that is finding B1(x,y) and B2(x,y) such that the residual term in (1) is minimized. Equations 4a and 4b represent a practical way to estimate ENSO and IOD independent contributions while
accounting for the correlation between their "measurable" indices (e.g., DMI and N34). The proposed method is
alternative to Meyer's EOF-based decomposition and differs from it mostly because of its conceptual simplicity
and direct accounts for ENSOs effect on DMI. The conceptual model is based on the physical assumption that the
effect of ENSO on SST variability in the Indian Ocean is large compared to the corresponding effect of the IOD
on SST variability in the Eastern Pacific.
Using June–October mean values for precipitation anomalies, and the N34 and DMI indices, we estimated the
terms B1(x,y) and B2(x,y), and from there the terms b1(x,y) and b2(x,y), which quantify the independent contribution of ENSO and IOD to the interannual precipitation variability over Australia, respectively. Estimates of
these spatial coefficients for both the observations and the coupled control simulation reveals similarities as well
as fundamental differences (Figure 4). For the observations, the weak correlation between N34 and DMI during
June-October (α = 0.19 for 1920–2018) results in both N34 and DMI regression coefficients (i.e., b1(x,y) and
b2(x,y)) being very similar to the maps of ENSO and IOD independent contributions (i.e., B1(x,y) and B2(x,y)).
In fact, when α approaches zero b1(x,y) and b2(x,y) tend to B1(x,y) and B2(x,y), respectively. However, since α
changes over time and has become larger in recent decades (Figure S4a in Supporting Information S1), these
√
α-based correction factors in (4a) and (4b) (i.e.,
𝐴𝐴 "+ 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴2(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥)ε and ε ∗ 1 − 𝛼𝛼 2 ε) become appreciable when
the same analysis is repeated for the last available 30 years period (See Figure S4b in Supporting Information S1).

𝐴𝐴
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The relevance of these corrective factors is evident for the coupled control simulation where N34 index and DMI
are more tightly connected (i.e., α = 0.59 over the 200-year control period). In fact, while the N34 coefficients
(B1(x,y); Figure 4e) present a weak east-west dipole structure with negative values in the east and positive in
the west, the ENSO-only-driven precipitation pattern (b1(x,y); Figure 4f) depicts a negative monopole structure
with the largest anomaly located over the southeast. Furthermore, the spatial structure of the DMI coefficients
(𝐴𝐴2(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥); Figure 4e) is similar to the IOD-only-driven precipitation pattern
𝐴𝐴
(𝐴𝐴2(𝑥𝑥𝑥 𝑥𝑥); Figure 4h) but with anom𝐴𝐴 the 𝐴𝐴 -based corrective factors both amplify and reduce
alies that are appreciably increased in size. In conclusion,
ENSO and IOD teleconnection patterns, respectively.
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Figure 4. Multi-linear regression model for JJASO mean precipitation based on N34 and dipole mode index (DMI). The
ENSO-only and IOD-only driven precipitation components, b1(x,y) and b2(x,y) respectively, are obtained as a linear
combination (see main text for a detailed description) of the multi-linear regression maps associated with N34(t) and DMI(t)
contributions, B1(x,y) and B2(x,y), respectively. Results shown for both observations (a–d) and coupled simulations (e–h).
The stippling over B1(x,y) and B2(x,y) maps indicates regions significant at 95% according to a two-tailed Student's t-test.
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4. Summary and Discussion
Using a suite of climate model simulations, we offer evidence that ENSO-driven precipitation patterns obtained
by "statistically" removing the IOD influence (tracked by the DMI) from precipitation anomalies leads to a significant underestimation of the impact of ENSO on Australian precipitation variability. Simulations in which the
Indian Ocean's influence on the climate system is "physically" removed present an ENSO-driven precipitation
pattern substantially stronger than the one obtained with the statistical removal. Furthermore, our experiments
reveal important relationships between SST variability in the ENSO region (i.e., eastern tropical Pacific) and the
tropical Indian Ocean. The variability in the eastern tropical Pacific appears to energize the interannual variability
in the Indian Ocean region, including the variability tracked by the DMI time series. On the contrary, variability
in the Indian Ocean region appears to have a damping effect on the eastern tropical Pacific, with the variance of
the N34 index reduced by 40% when the Indian Ocean air-sea coupling is included in the simulation. Despite the
results being consistent with previous studies (e.g., Cai et al., 2019; Le and Bae, 2019; Stuecker et al., 2017; Zhao
et al., 2019), the DMI variability is substantially larger than what is observed (Figure S1c in Supporting Information S1). While this bias in the variability might affect the relationship between ENSO and IOD as represented in
the model, it is unlikely to produce qualitative changes in our conclusions. Nonetheless, it is important to repeat
the experiments once a model with a small or no bias in the DMI variability becomes available. Our idealized
modeling setup might also introduce additional uncertainties in the results. For instance, the Indian Ocean mask
covers the entire basin resulting in the suppression of more than just IOD-related SST variability. Specifically,
the variability associated with the Indian Ocean Basin mode (Klein et al., 1999) is suppressed. This issue may be
addressed by limiting the masked area to the region where the IOD is more active, namely the eastern pole in the
eastern Indian Ocean and the western pole in the Arabian Sea.
Based on these simulations, we propose a simple statistical model that uses measurable indices of ENSO and IOD
modes (i.e., N34 and DMI) to quantify ENSO and IOD-driven precipitation anomalies over Australia. While this
model represents a step toward the solution of a complex problem in climate science, namely how to disentangle
ENSO and IOD teleconnections using partially covarying mode indices, it must be noted that our simple model
has still some deficiencies. In fact, the simple model does not represent the damping effect that Indian Ocean SST
variability seems to have on the ENSO system in climate simulations.
It is noteworthy that the simple model produces results that are partially different depending on if it is applied to
model simulation or observations (see Figure 4). Specifically, the difference between IOD-only driven precipitation (i.e., b1[x,y]) and the DMI regression coefficient (B1[x,y]) is much larger in the model simulation. While
this difference might suggest a deficiency of the conceptual model, it might also reflect a fundamentally different
relationship between N34 and DMI in the climate model. Despite this, we believe that our method represents a
valid alternative to both partial regressions and Meyer's methodology for the following reasons: (a) the derivation
of ENSO and IOD indices is substantially simpler and does not involve EOF calculations and the removal of
decadal variability; (b) indices are derived exclusively from SST fields, hence facilitating their monitoring and
interpretation. Both these characteristics make the methodology better suited for operational use. Finally, a benefit of our method is that (c) it explicitly recognizes that some of the DMI variability is indirectly driven by ENSO.
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